“The Debutante Ball I”

Saturday
December 11, 2010
at 1:00 PM
Caledon East, ON
Welcome to the farm!! From the humble beginning of buying the first two heifers at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair in November 1999, we have grown, and grown we have. The farm is set at the northern edge of the Peel Plain on some of Canada’s most productive farm land and nestled in the rolling hills of Caledon. The original Taylor homestead has been transformed into one of Canada’s leading breeding farms for the Limousin breed. With fertile lands and crystal clean waters this setting is ideal to produce the highest of quality Limousin cattle ever offered for your approval. Through diligent and stringent selection, the highest levels of health protocol, thoughtful bloodline decisions and the earnest will to produce the best progeny possible; the stunning selection offered here is second to none. Blood, sweat, and yes, a few tears, have been shed over the years in an effort to exemplify the excellence of this Limousin herd.

The best of the best are being offered, such as Ivy’s Under Pressure, which epitomizes all of the finest qualities of the Limousin breed. His flawless structure and excellent performance in the breeding pens make him simply one of the finest bulls available. Add that to the heifers from the famed sires Andrews Rawhide, Highland Newsmaker, Polled Reflection, Highland Nike and Y2K Smokestone 51S, numerous calves and two year olds, the pedigrees available are sure to boost the Limousin breed. Ivy’s Underpessure is sure a bull that you will hear about for years and years to come.

As you all know, cattle farming at this level is a very hands-on business where each and every day requires the dedication to put your animals before yourself. Midnight calving, the constant supervision to ensure health and well-being of each and every member of the herd, the strict feeding protocols to optimize performance - all these things we do for not only ourselves and our animals, but also for the breed and industry as a whole that we are all part of.

The future of agriculture is here, the cattle industry is on the upswing with calves coming off cows at record setting prices. We look forward to continuing to add to the cow herd, increase the feedlot capacity, increase the acreage of crops that we grow and move into some new facets of the agriculture industry . Cash cropping, poultry operations and a retail outlet are things that I look forward to adding value to the farm in the coming years. The light bulb for agriculture has never been brighter and I am sure not going to let the light get away.

I would like to thank you for showing interest in my herd and I look forward to working with you to continue to promote and speak of the virtues of the Limousin breed.

You cannot afford to miss this offering on December 11th, 2010. We await your inspection and look forward to working with you to improve your herd with these fine representatives of the Limousin Breed.

Robert Nimmo

---

Y2K
Land and Cattle Company
Robert Nimmo
15446 St. Andrews Rd.
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A Welcome From Venture

When the world was about to crash and burn and the apprehension of what was going to happen at the stroke of midnight 1999, a new venture was in the works and Y2K Limousin was formed. I have had the pleasure of working closely with Robert as he started and nurtured this program from the fledgling beginning to where it is today. Not without bumps in the path, but always with attention to the focus that he started with, I believe that you are about to witness the unfolding of one of the forces of the industry. Attention to detail in the breeding program has been a focus of Robert’s and has carried forth to create what we are offering here for your appraisal.

With the nucleus of the program centered around the herd of Cedar Patch cows and the nucleus of proven Cressman females, the stage was set to work from. Key additions from some of the Nation’s leading programs have built the genetic strength that you see here today. “THE DEBUTANTE” is the inaugural opening of the herd for appraisal, after 10 years of staging to develop this genetic nursery, and I can assure you that only the front pasture kind of cows have made the cut for this event. You will witness how the consistency of the program is by noting the packages of females presented. The Fall calving pairs that are on offer are simply powerful; some of the strongest cows genetically and phenotypic of the breed are represented. The cows are intentionally not bred back at sale time, so that you the purchaser, can choose where you want them calving; be it in the fall or spring. Robert would be happy to keep them and expose them to his new breeding machine, “Under Pressure” for a fall calf if you wish. Please visit with us prior to the sale if you have any questions about this phenomenal offer.

Speaking of Under Pressure we are also extremely pleased for you to add this unique genetic combination to your breeding pens. Homozygous polled, flawless structure, and he presents a combination of some of the Nation’s most influential cow families and breed leading performance. Under Pressure is set to add value to his progeny. On offer will be one half interest and possible shared possession. Please contact us prior to the sale to discuss the exciting opportunity offered here.

The spring calving bred heifers which are all exposed to Under Pressure will make for welcome additions come spring for you. Calving ease is expected from him while keeping enough growth and style in them to make the progeny valuable additions. Next is the great set of fall open yearlings on offer. They are all ½ or ¾ sibs and are as strong a set of heifers that you will find any where in the land. Place them in either the fall program or let them have a distinct advantage in the spring pastures, these heifers will excel wherever.

I am extremely pleased to be working on this sale with my long time friends Billy and Juanita Elmhirst and with Robert as he sets out to showcase his last eleven years of tireless dedication to the Limousin breed. If any of us on the sales staff can be of any assistance either before the sale or help you during sale day, PLEASE do not hesitate to call as we will take care of your needs with efficiency and professionalism.

We at Venture Livestock wish all the very best for this Festive Season and look forward to your visit either at the sale or anytime prior. Thank you for your consideration and……..

Kind Regards
Wayne Burgess

Happy Holidays
Cataloguing Cow/Calf Pairs and Progeny
The catalogue is going by cow families. We have printed the pedigree of the cow. The Sire, Tattoo, Registration #, will be listed for her progeny.
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Directions to the Farm
From 401 take Hwy 410 north - exit at Mayfield Road. At Mayfield Road turn right (east) and continue to Bramalea Road. Turn left (north) on Bramalea Road and continue north to Olde Base Line Road (Bramalea Road ends at Olde Base Line). Directly in front of you at stop sign is Robert’s farm with a pond in front. Turn right then a quick left and it is the second driveway on the left.
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Terms and Conditions

Terms
The terms of the sale are cash or cheque, payable at par at the sale location. The right of property shall not pass until after the settlement has been made; no invoicing on buyers in attendance unless previous arrangements have been made. Every animal sells to the highest bidder and in cases of dispute, the auctioneer’s decision is final. Announcements from the auction block will take precedence over the printed matter in sale catalogue. Current exchange rates will be announced sale day. All monies are in Canadian funds.

Breeder’s Guarantee
Each animal becomes the purchaser’s risk immediately after the animal is sold. All animals in this sale will be sold under the terms and guarantees set forth by the Canadian Limousin Association with regard to health, freedom from defects and both reproductive and specific genetic unsoundness.

Liabilities
All persons attend the sale at their own risk. Y2K and their consignors assume no liability, legal or otherwise, for any accidents that occur.

Insurance
We strongly recommend that insurance is purchased for full value.

Certificate of Registry
Each animal will carry papers issued by the Canadian Limousin Association. A certificate of registry duly transferred will be furnished to the buyer for each animal after payment has been made.

Health
All animals in the sale have met all necessary health requirements.

Bids
Bidders unable to attend the sale may phone, wire or mail their bids and instructions to the consignors, auctioneer or sales staff & management. Bids must be received in sufficient time prior to the sale.

Errors
All announcements at sale time, written or oral, supercede any written material in the catalogue.
Highland Newsmaker

CPM0159161 / RAM 55N / 94%
Male / Black / Polled / 22 February 2003
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.5  BW 4.1  WW 46  YW 85  MM 21.9
Sire: EXLR Polled Austin 265J
Dam: NP Lady Edella

12 daughters sell. HOMO BLACK AND HOMO POLLED, he has set the bar at Y2K. Combining the genetics of Polled Resolve with that of the famous NP Ranch sires of Jackson and Black Oly, he is siring the ultra feminine, productive females that they were all famous for. In this offering witness the correctness and udder structure that he has put into his females. They are making fabulous replacements for the most discriminating producers.

Anders Rawhide

CPM0173243 / ALU 23R / 94%
Male / Red / Polled / 30 January 2005
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.2  BW 5.2  WW 47  YW 87  MM 9.2
Sire: WULFS KLINT 5874K
Dam: ANDERS KYRA

8 daughters sell.
CWA Reserve Grand Champion Bull 2006. From championships to solid production this product of the famed Roughrider cow family that anchored the Anderson herd is this performance master. The power and structure make his progeny favorites of the pasture.
Co-Owned with Jan-Star Farms.
Highland Nike

CFM0167306 / RAM 171N / Fullblood
Male / Red / Horned / 25 September 2003
2010 Fall EPDs
CE -0.5  BW 6.8   WW 55  YW 92  MM 25.5

Sire: FANFAN
Dam: EAFF HARVEST’S SERAPHINA

3 Daughters Sell.
Outcoss Genetics.

Polled Reflection UZX 38R

CPM0171095 / UZX 38R / 98%
Male / Red / Polled /11 February 2005
2010 Fall EPDs
CE -1.0   BW 3   WW 43   YW 76   MM 23.8

Sire: HARVEST OLYMPUS
Dam: Y2K KARISMA 26K

Polled Reflection UZX 38R is the son of the great Y2K Karisma 26K that has been toured across the country and now resides at one of the premier Limousin ranches in Canada - Anchor B Limousin in Hanley, Sask. Sired by the powerful Harvest Olympus, the great import bull that graced the pastures of the prestigious Goldenvew Farms in High River, Alberta. 2 Daughters Sell.

Kaup’s Polled Havana

CFM0121924 / DRD 317H / Fullblood
Male / Red / Polled /15 February 1998
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.4   BW 1.7   WW 40   YW 72   MM 24.3

Sire: RFRR MASTER DESIGN
Dam: J+R’S TRILLIUM

4 daughters sell.
RAWF Reserve Champion Bull 2000.
CWA Reserve Senior Champion Bull 2000.
When we were searching for a lead off lot to compliment the powerful female offering we decided to share the wealth wrapped in this massively designed and pedigreed Canadian bred and Canadian owned herdsire. We are amazed with the development of Under Pressure since we discovered him at Agribition one year ago. He had served as a herd sire prior to his show debut then came home to Y2K where he went to work; and his progeny is at the side of the feature cow pairs in this sale. Plus he is the service sire to most of the bred heifers in the sale.

When you study the pedigree, first note the maternal strengths, both top and bottom side of the paper - Near Perfect (and she is), Primadonna, and Hearbeat; Now add in the power of the herdsires Shazam (siring the winning and growing kind), Klint, Litigator, and Y2K Solution the surprise issue is gone! And +33 for docility!!!!

Power in numbers, power in blood and power in structure!!!!

Selling will be a limited number of semen packages with a never again offered guarantee plus a shared possession in this breeding giant. Call Wayne or Billy to get in on this special “ONE TIME OFFER”.

CPM0191183 / HTZ 43U / 92%
Male / Red / Homo Polled / 22 January 2008

WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: IVY’S SHAZAM HTZ 15S
IVY POLLED NEAR PERFECT4N

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.3   BW 2.5   WW 53   YW 96   MM 17.2   SC 1.1

ANDERS PRIMADDONA
Dam: ANDERS PRIMADDONA
ANDERS MANDY
Y2K Trix 707T

CPF0188677 / RBN 707T / 99%
Female / Red / Polled / 3 March 2007
HARVEST OLYMPUS
Sire: POLLED REFLECTION UZX 38R
Y2K KARISMA 26K
Dam: Y2K PIROUETTE 22P
CRESSMAN HARVEST MOON

RBN 707T is a young and exciting female from the top tier of the Y2K Program. This perfectly conformed female has as much breeding potential as any Limousin female available this year. The three year old female has a royal pedigree from the start and will not disappoint. Y2K Trix 707T is a smooth polled female with excellent udder attachment and the breeding potential to replicate her finest qualities with maternal power. The daughters of this famous and dependable line are among the breed’s most coveted. Cressman Harvest Moon was the lead off female at the Cressman Cattle Company Dispersal - Y2K was fortunate to add this flawless female to the herd. Sells open.

2010 Fall EPDs
BW 3.7   WW 41   YW 75   MM 24.5
EAFF COUNTER PUNCH 372L

Dam: Y2K PIROUETTE 22P
CRESSMAN HARVEST MOON
Sire: Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U

特征奶牛
Y2K Rivendell 33R
CPF0179787 / RBN 33R / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 12 May 2005

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.1   BW 2.8   WW 40   YW 75   MM 16.2

EXLR DAKOTA 353G
Sire: EXLR LATIGO 29M
EXLR LUVLY 084F

BODELL HEAVY DUTY
Dam: Y2K NOTORIOUS 19N
HC POLLED HALO

Selling with a Red Polled Bull Calf.
“Y2K X-Calibur 68X” BW 81
Tattoo: RBN 68X   Born: 26 Sept. 2010
Sire: Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U

Y2K World Famous 958W
CPF0200735 / RBN 958W / 96%
Female / Black / Polled / 8 October 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.3   BW 3.4   WW 43   YW 80   MM 19.0

Talk about power!!! This youngster is set for the show road. A prime and perfect example of the progeny from our powerful herdsire, Highland Newsmaker. Purchased from one of Canada’s leading Limousin ranches, Highland Newsmaker is a pure genetic powerhouse. She is sure to replicate the overall body mass and volume of her dam Y2K Rivendell 33R. This October heifer is tremendous in every dimension and one of the most attractive daughters of Highland Newsmaker. She has breed leading performance on her side. Y2K World Famous 958W is a tremendous heifer calf and future breeding female of the highest quality and best conformation. Sells Open.
**EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J**

Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER

NP LADY EDELLA

CPF0200795 / RBN 965W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 29 September 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.5   BW 3.2   WW 42   YW 77   MM 24

Selling with Bull Calf. “Y2K X-trodinaire 63X”  BW 82
Tattoo: RBN 63X    Born: 15 September 2010
Sire: Bonaparte Norseman

**Y2K Olympic Spirit 13S**

CPF0182998 / RBN 13S / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 25 March 2006

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.4   BW 2.3   WW 38   YW 68   MM 25.6

Sire: KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
J+R’S TRILLIUM

JLSG MARLBORO MAN

Dam: RPY SURPRISE
GREENWOOD SKY

Sells Open.

**Y2K Wordplay 965W**

CPF0200795 / RBN 965W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 29 September 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.5   BW 3.2   WW 42   YW 77   MM 24

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J

Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

965W - Start your engines !! Style is written on all angles of this youngster. Y2K Wordplay 965W is a thick well balanced daughter of the renowned Highland Newsmaker. Depth of rib and thickness will carry this heifer far in her show career. She’s black, she’s pretty and she is polled. Sells Open.

Y2K Olympic Spirit 13S is an astounding daughter of the Kaun’s Polled Havana. One of the finest Polled Fullblood sires in the industry. Havana graces the pastures of Y2K, to this day and is legendary for his quiet temperament. Havana was the Reserve Grand Champion at the Royal Agriculture Winter Fair in 2000. RPY Surprise was the first heifer to come to Y2K from the west. She was purchased at the Calgary Stampede Limousin Sale in 1999. RPY Surprise is a flawless easy doing female from the much talked about Payne Livestock program in Lloydminster, Sask. She is a daughter of the powerful JLSG Marlboro Man 171D. Sells Open.
Y2K In Style 42S - is daughter of the renowned Ivy's Empress, purchased at the Highland Stock Farms Sale in 1999. The genetic merging of Kaup’s Polled Havana and Ivy’s Empress has proven to be very successful at Y2K. Empress’ daughter Y2K Krystal Klear sold at the ILC in Calgary to Wayne Magee for $25,000 in 2002. This young lady is in the prime of her productive years and displays astounding udder attachment. This awesome fullblood cow would be a welcome addition to any herd. Sells open.
Y2K Urania 891U

CPF0194164 / RBN 891U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 30 August 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.9   BW 3.8   WW 40   YW 76   MM 16.4

Y2K Urania 891U is one of the astounding bred females in the offering. Sired by the renowned Anders Rawhide, this female has some of the most noted lines in the breed. This long bodied and deep sided female is offered as a complete and total package female.

Exposed to Ivy’s Underpressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

Y2K Whistle Stop 960W

CPF0200798 / RBN 960W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 22 September 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.0   BW 3.3   WW 39   YW 75   MM 22.7

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

Y2K Whistle Stop is an extraordinary daughter of Highland Newsmaker. She like all daughters of Highland Newsmaker, are deep middled with ample bone and substance. Sells Open.
Y2K Ultramarine 887U is a smooth polled heifer that has been a stand out since she was a baby. This bred heifer out of the Empress cow family is destined to be a breed-leading genetic piece. She carries the service to Ivy’s Under Pressure for an early calf. His influence will provide yet another benchmark for the Limousin breed.

Exposed to Ivy’s Underpressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

CPF0194161 / RBN 887U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 23 August 2008

WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
    ANDERS KYRA
    KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
Dam: Y2K SIERRA 32S
    IVY’S POLLED JADE

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.5   BW 3.2   WW 40   YW 75   MM 15.4
**Y2K Woodwind 978W**

CPF0200800 / RBN 978W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 4 September 2009
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 3.5  BW 3.8  WW 46  YW 84  MM 25.2
EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
**Sire:** HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

Y2K Woodwind 978W is a factory in the making. She is here for judgement as a youngster from a proven cow family. This heifer has a long road ahead of her. Sells Open.

52S - A moderate framed momma cow that goes back to the famous and often admired, Cressman Hall of Fame cow, that we purchased at the Cressman Cattle Company dispersal. She is smooth polled, selling with an amazing Ivy’s Under Pressure Bull Calf at side. What an opportunity to not only buy the factory but also a bull calf, sired by a bull that is sure to leave his traits on the Limousin industry for years to come.

**Y2K Shalimar 52S**

CPF0182991 / RBN 52S / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 6 May 2006
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.5  BW 3.5  WW 47  YW 83  MM 28.5
RFRR MASTER DESIGN
**Sire:** KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
J+R’S TRILLIUM

Y2K Shalimar 52S - A moderate framed momma cow that goes back to the famous and often admired, Cressman Hall of Fame cow, that we purchased at the Cressman Cattle Company dispersal. She is smooth polled, selling with an amazing Ivy’s Under Pressure Bull Calf at side. What an opportunity to not only buy the factory but also a bull calf, sired by a bull that is sure to leave his traits on the Limousin industry for years to come.

Selling with Red Polled Bull Calf.
“Y2K X-emption 58X”  BW 77 lbs
Tattoo: RBN 58X  Born: 5 October 2010
**Sire:** Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U
Sells Open.
56S & Progeny

Y2K Sunsplash 56S

FANFAN

Sire: HIGHLAND NIKE
EAFF HARVEST’S SERAPHINA
KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA

Dam: Y2K NEXT OF KIN 23N
CRESSMAN HALL OF FAME

56S - A stunning polled red cow carrying the early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. Sired by the out cross full blood bull purchased from Highland, Nike was one of the best bulls ever at packing on the beef. Sunsplash goes back to the Cressman Hall of Fame cow that is still active and working at Y2K.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

CPF0183016 / RBN 56S / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 19 April 2006

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 0.9   BW 5.1   WW 53   YW 89   MM 27.0

Y2K Undisputed 873U

Y2K Sunsplash 56S

FANFAN

Sire: HIGHLAND NIKE
EAFF HARVEST’S SERAPHINA
KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA

Dam: Y2K NEXT OF KIN 23N
CRESSMAN HALL OF FAME

56S - A stunning polled red cow carrying the early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. Sired by the out cross full blood bull purchased from Highland, Nike was one of the best bulls ever at packing on the beef. Sunsplash goes back to the Cressman Hall of Fame cow that is still active and working at Y2K.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

CPF0183016 / RBN 56S / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 19 April 2006

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 0.9   BW 5.1   WW 53   YW 89   MM 27.0

Y2K Undisputed 873U

CPF0194167 / RBN 873U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 27 August 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.6   BW 5.1   WW 50   YW 88   MM 18.1

873U - Y2K Undisputed 873U, as her name suggests it is undisputed that she will turn some heads come sale day. She sells with an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. The youngster from this mating will create much attention.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

873U - Y2K Undisputed 873U, as her name suggests it is undisputed that she will turn some heads come sale day. She sells with an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. The youngster from this mating will create much attention.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.
Y2K Umberlina 879U

CPF0194163 / RBN 879U / 93%
Female / Black / Polled / 31 August 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.3   BW 3.8   WW 46   YW 85   MM 13.8

WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
   ANDERS KYRA

Y2K Umberlina 879U - the apple does not fall far from the tree, a smooth polled bred. Back to the TMF 175M cow family she is also bred with an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

36S - A stunning bred cow selling with an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. On the dams side she goes back to a popular and productive cow Top Meadow 175M - she is in the prime of her productive life and still graces the pastures of the Y2K farm today.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

Y2K Sphinx 36S

CPF0183010 / RBN 36S / 92%
Female / Black / Polled / 9 April 2006

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.4   BW 2.5   WW 44   YW 83   MM 18.4

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
   NP LADY EDELLA
   JCL BLACK CLOUD

Dam: TOP MEADOW 175M
   EDENS LUCKY ONE
CPF0182996 / RBN 48S / 100%
Female / Red / Horned / 29 April 2006

FANFAN
Sire: HIGHLAND NIKE
EAFF HARVEST’S SERAPHINA

MH MASTER PLAN
Dam: HC VANESSA
HC GIRLISH

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 1.4   BW 4.8   WW 48   YW 82   MM 16.6

Selling with Scurred Red Heifer Calf. "Y2K X-travaganza 62X"

Tattoo: RBN 62X
Born: 9 September 2010
Sire: EAFF Krug’s Gold Card

Talk about a cow family. This is one of the feature debutants of the sale. Sired by the breed leading outcross sire Nike, this cow has performance written all over her. We are also offering as lot 10b and 10c her two heifers. This full blood female has been a prolific producer here at Y2K. She is a very well balanced cow for which we are proud of producing. A daughter of the HC Vanessa female that gathered lots of ribbons on the show road. Vanessa reigned as Reserve Grand Female at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair in 2000

Sells with a structurally correct heifer sired by the powerful EAFF Krug’s Gold Card. Sells open.
Y2K Wedding Band 959W

CPF0200799 / RBN 959W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 5 Sept. 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 3.0   BW 4.5   WW 47   YW 83   MM 19.3

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

959W - The factory is on the previous page - this well set deep bodied heifer will be sure to catch some attention on sale day. She is a well put together early September calf. Sells Open.

Y2K Unitee 890U represents the breed leading genetics of the great sire Wulf’s Klint 5874K on the top side. The out cross full blood bull on the bottom side, Highland Nike and is a grand daughter of HC Vanessa that was paraded and was Res. Grand Female at the Royal Agriculture Winter Fair in 2000. She carries an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

Y2K Unitee 890U

CPF0194165 / RBN 890U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 24 Aug. 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.8   BW 5.0   WW 48   YW 84   MM 12.9

WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
ANDERS KYRA
Y2K Urbanna 893U

CPF0194142 / RBN 893U / 93%
Female / Red / Polled / 24 September 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.8   BW 31   WW 44   YW 82   MM 16.9

EXLR DAKOTA 353G
Sire: EXLR LATIGO 29M
EXLR LUVLY 084F

893U - This heifer has brood cow written all over her. She is thick and replicates her momma so well. She is one of the finest. Sired by none other than the EXLR Latigo 29M. Carries an early service to Ivys Underpressure. This is sure a cow with her lineage that we are bound to hear about over the years to come. Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

MELS Niagara

CPF0163232 / MEL 2N / 93%
Female / Color / Polled / DOB

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 3.5   BW 3.6   WW 46   YW 80   MM 15.2

GREENWOODPOLLED455ROCKET
Sire: ANDERS JAG
ANDERS GEMINI
DVFC COOKIE MONSTER
Dam: ZANDERLAND CHARLEE ANGEL
ZANDERLAND CHARLEE

Selling with Polled Black Bull Calf.
“Y2K X-emplar 60X”   BW 75

Tattoo: RBN 60X   Born: 8 Sept. 2010
Sire: CJSL  Time Traveller 7051T

2N - When we selected from the top of the herd, this is one of the stand out cows. She is hard to part with. A daughter of the renowned Anders Jag - a son of the well regarded Greenwood Polled 455 Rocket bull. She is a daughter of the Zanderland Charlee Angel cow family, that saw much success for the renowned Alexander Davenport herd over the years. Sells Open.
7N - As her name suggests she is Noteworthy. A matriarch of a brood cow. A long well balanced deep momma cow. Her dam was one of the cows we purchased from the Cedar Patch program. Carries an early service to Ivys Under Pressure.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

719T - A stunning deep red cow. Sired by the much talked about Polled Reflection bull, a son of Y2K Karisma. Y2K Karisma is an awesome female that sold to the Anchor B program in Hanley Sask. One only needs to review the Agribition Solid Gold catalogue for this year’s sale to see the impact Y2K Karisma had on the Limousin industry. Sells Open.
Y2K Tia Maria 712T

CPF0193860 / RBN 712T / 92%
Female / Black / Horned / 13 March 2007

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.2   BW 4.2  WW 43   YW 82   MM 16.3

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA
LVLS UNFORGIVEN
Dam: TMF MARTINI 435M
FTL RHIANNON

Selling with Polled Black Bull Calf. “Y2K X-celsior 57X” BW 83

This is one of the finest black cows to sell in the sale. She is young, has done a great of producing here at the Y2K program. She is out of the great TMF Martini 435M cow that has done well here in the Y2K program.

Y2K Windswept 940W

CPF0200805 / RBN 940W / 93%
Female / Black / Polled / 29 September 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
BW 3.7   WW 43   YW 82   MM 17.5

HIGHLAND MILESTONE
Sire: HIGHLAND SHOCK ‘N AH
TOP MEADOW 24L

The only daughter of the amazing, Highland Shock “N Ah in the sale. This well balanced, strong black heifer is about as picture perfect as they come. Great depth of body and length. Sells Open.
**Y2K Thumbelina 708T**

CPF0188673 / RBN 708T / 93%
Female / Black / Polled / 5 March 2007

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 7.9   BW 2.0   WW 40   YW 78   MM 20.5

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

WULFS GUARDIAN
Dam: LIMOLYN MARIGOLD
LIMOLYN KAYLA

Selling with Red Polled Heifer Calf. “Y2K X-alted 69X”

BW 76
Sire: Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U

Tattoo: RBN 69X    Born: 27 Sept. 2010

This daughter of Highland Newsmaker is a momma cow all the way. She has excellent udder attachment - she is in the prime of her productive years. She was the pick of T Bar C when she was calf and they were looking for consignments - just could not let her go at that time and we offer her here today.

**Y2K Up-and-Coming 807U**

CPF0194149 / RBN 807U / 93%
Female / Red / Polled / 7 May 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.7   BW 3.2   WW 43   YW 54   MM 8.9

EXLR LATIGO 29M
Dam: EXE PRISCILLA
ENRIGHT’S EXCITING

Selling with Polled Black Bull Calf. “Y2K X-cellante 73X”

BW 71
Sire: RPY Paynes Trilogy 26T

Tattoo: RBN 73X    Born: 9 Sept. 2010

This is a stand out daughter of the great RPY Litigator that graced the pastures of Y2K Land and Cattle Company. She is a neat well made deep red heifer with excellent udder attachment. Her dam was one of the high selling cows at the prestigious Enright Farms Sale and we were happy to have acquired her for the program.
Y2K Uzette 897U is a stupendous heifer and one of the greatest ever born at the Y2K Program. She is a picture perfect cow in the making and one of the deepest pedigree strength of the Limousin breed. She profile's perfectly and she has the bulk, mass and rib that is so evident on her momma. Anchor B Mystique is a calf we purchased from the renowned Anchor B at the ILC sale in Calgary. This momma cow has been prolific in production and raises the most consistent calves year after year. Y2K Uzette 897U is sure to carry on the legacy and has a long road ahead. She carries an early service to the one of the newest and upcoming breed leading sire Ivy’s Under Pressure that is offered here today - so you can buy one of the first calves to hit the ground.
Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

Y2K Winter Carnival 979W is about as picture perfect as her sister. Sired by one of the breed leading giants - Highland Newsmaker - coming from the Highland program in Old’s Alberta. Sells Open.
**Y2K Under The Sun 826U**

CPF0194123 / RBN 826U / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 21 May 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.1   BW 3.5   WW 40   YW 70   MM 16.0

RFRR MASTER DESIGN
Sire: KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
J+R’S TRILLIUM

EBY EXTRA SPECIAL
Dam: CEDAR PATCH POLL GLENDORA
CEDAR PATCH GLENDDA

One of the finest fullblood offerings in the sale. Sired by the Reserve Grand Champion Bull at the Royal Agricultural Winter Fair in 2000. When we purchased the Cedar Patch herd some years ago, her dam was one of the stand out females of the program. Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

---

**Y2K Wind Chymes 974W**

CPF0200715 / RBN 974W / 100%
Female / Red / Polled / 3 September 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.6   BW 6.0   WW 47   YW 80   MM 16.6

FANFAN
Sire: HIGHLAND NIKE
EAFF HARVEST’S SERAPHINA

EBY EXTRA SPECIAL
Dam: CEDAR PATCH POLL GLENDORA
CEDAR PATCH GLENDDA

Y2K Wind Chymes 974W - is one great heifer. She is thick, long bodied and smooth up the front. She is sired by the out cross bull Highland Nike that has seen lots of action at Y2K. Another daughter of the great Cedar Patch Glendora cow. The only polled open full blood in the offering. She is a great one in the making. Sells Open.
Y2K Uppton 886U
CPF0194170 / RBN 886U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 26 August 2008
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 7.4   BW 3.6   WW 44   YW 80   MM 14.2
WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
ANDERS KYRA
POSTHAVEN KNOWN FACTOR
Dam: POSTHAVEN POLLED SASSY
MELODY MUFFIN

An excellent bred heifer that is from one of the great Posthaven heifers that we have purchased. She carries an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure and this mating is sure to catch a lot of attention.

Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

Y2K Wallflower 942W
CPF0200804 / RBN 942W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 19 September 2009
2010 Fall EPDs
CE 7.5   BW 3.1   WW 43   YW 79   MM 20.5
EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA
POSTHAVEN KNOWN FACTOR
Dam: POSTHAVEN POLLED SASSY
MELODY MUFFIN

An excellent polled heifer that has great length, depth of rib and body mass. Sells Open.
**Y2K Unspoken 839U**

CPF0194135 / RBN 839U / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 2 June 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 4.0   BW 4.1   WW 43   YW 77   MM 19.5

Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J

BODELL HEAVY DUTY

Dam: IVY’S 24 KARAT HTZ 3K
IVY’S ELLUSIVE

Y2K Unspoken 839U - this could be the sleeper of the sale. A deep ribbed, full bodied heifer that is dynamic in every way. Sired by Newsmaker she carry just as much power on the bottom side. Her dam has been one of the best producers here at Y2K and is a very easy doing cow that has all of the maternal traits of a breed leading giant. This heifer carries and early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

---

**Y2K Urissa 895U**

CPF0200687 / RBN 895U / 93%
Female / Red / Polled / 7 September 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.3   BW 3.8   WW 40   YW 78   MM 14.6

WULFS KLINT 5874K

Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
ANDERS KYRA

EXLR RESOLUTION 634L

Dam: EXE SUMMER
EXE MISTY

A powerful deep ribbed heifer that carries all the traits of her momma. She is dutifully bound to be a great one, based solely on the performance of her dam. Sired by Anders Rawhide that has seen much success here at the Y2K program. Carries an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure. Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.
**Cow Prospects**

---

**Y2K Uniss 899U**
CPF0194171 / RBN 899U / 97%
Female / Red / Polled / 27 August 2008

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 6.9    BW 3.8    WW 42    YW 75    MM 14.0

WULFS KLINT 5874K
Sire: ANDERS RAWHIDE
ANDERS KYRA

POSTHAVEN NU-MANOLO
Dam: POSTHAVEN POLLED SEASIDE
BAR 3R NOVELETTE

---

Y2K Uniss 899U is a picture perfect bred heifer. Her dam was a heifer we were able to purchase out of the Posthaven program that has gone on to produce some great calves. Bred for an early service to Ivy’s Under Pressure.
Exposed to Ivy’s Under Pressure 43U from April 13th till May 28th, 2010.

---

**Y2K Wind Energy 950W**
CPF0200689 / RBN 950W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 9 October 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.0    BW 3.5    WW 38    YW 74    MM 24.2

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

KOYLE SUPER TEST
Dam: CRESSMAN FUSILADE
CRESSMAN DAFFODIL

---

Y2K Wind Energy 950W - goes back on the bottom side to the great Cressman Daffodil cow that was here at the Y2K program for many years. We are fortunate enough to purchase both her and her daughter from the renowned Cressman Cattle Company program. She is one sure stunning heifer calf. Sells Open.
**Y2K Winter Bliss 967W**

CPF0200803 / RBN 967W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 7 October 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 5.3   BW 3.5   WW 42   YW 77   MM 18.0

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
Dam: Y2K SENORITA 62S
CEDAR PATCH POLL GARLAND

Another Black Beauty from the great Highland Newsmaker bull. Back to the Y2S cow here at Y2K - she is stunning; she is good looking and she is sure to catch a lot of attention on sale day.

Sells Open.

---

**Y2K Wavelength 971W**

CPF0200802 / RBN 971W / 97%
Female / Black / Polled / 21 October 2009

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 6.6   BW 2.2   WW 39   YW 73   MM 21.3

EXLR POLLED AUSTIN 265J
Sire: HIGHLAND NEWSMAKER
NP LADY EDELLA

KAUP’S POLLED HAVANA
Dam: Y2K SPLENDOUR 59S
CRESSMAN KERNEL

Y2K Wavelength 971W is a perfect heifer calf. She is sure an eye catcher when you first walk in the pen and for sure to turn some heads sale day. She goes back to another great Cressman cow family on the bottom side.

Sells Open.
Welcome:
From all of us at After Hours Limousin we would like to thank Robert for this chance to introduce these young females into society. We have selected from the top of our heifer calves, and are confident that these heifers will make great Jr. prospects, but most importantly great, easy doing cows. At After Hours Limousin we continue to breed seed stock that make good replacement females and quality breeding bulls. We are located at Keady which is 15 minutes south west of Owen Sound. Feel free to stop in anytime to view the sale offering or give us a call. See you sale day.

The Weppler’s

After Hours Xylia

CPF0201143 / REW 11X / 93%
Female / Black / Polled / 14 April 2010

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 2.8   BW 3.8   WW 48   YW 84   MM 21.0

WULFS LOWELL 7215L
Sire: AFTER HOURS TOBY KEITH
TOP MEADOW 753N

EXLR MATRIX 075M
Sire: AFTERHOURS TAYLOR SWIFT
KOYLE POL EBONY

Xylia is along bodied, extremely feminine and clean fronted April heifer. She comes with great disposition and has stood second all year to 42X in the show ring. We retained her full sister from last year and she just continues to get better and better. She comes from a great milking three year old who’s first 2 calves have made great show heifers. She should make a great Jr. Yearling prospect. Sells Open.
**After Hours Xaria**

CPF0201142 / REW 42X / 94%
Female / Red / Polled / 8 April 2010

2010 Fall EPDs
CE 1.4   BW 3.8   WW 47   YW 84   MM 17.7

WULFS LOWELL 7215L
**Sire:** AFTER HOURS TOBY KEITH
TOP MEADOW 753N

OTSS OUTBREAK 5140E
**Dam:** AFTERHOURS OUTBREAK NALA
KOYLE POL EBONY

Xaria is one of the biggest topped heifers you’ll find this year and has an unbelievable hair coat. She’s from a great uddered, excellent milking cow family. This April calf has had a very successful show season and had no problem competing with the Sr. calves. Both 11X and 42X go back to our foundation female Koyle Ebony who was also a show female for the Koyle program. Sells Open.

---

**After Hours Xclusive**

CPF0201144 / REW 43X / 91%
Female / Black / Polled / 22 March 2010

2010 Fall EPDs
CE -0.6   BW 4.7   WW 56   YW 99   MM 18.6

WULFS RAMBLER 8400X
**Sire:** WULFS KLINT 5874K
WULFS EXAMPLE

TMF UMPIRE
**Dam:** TOP MEADOW 753N
FLYING E ONEIDA GLER 548D

Here is an extremely fancy late March show prospect that comes with an excellent natural hair coat. She is sired by Wulfs Klint, and out of a TMF cow we bought in 2003 that has produced a top calf every year since. Her 2008 bull calf is the sire of 42X and 11X. Sells Open.
Thanks for coming!

[Image of two cows grazing on grass]

[Logo for Y2K Land & Cattle Co.]